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NEW ENGLAND'S
GHOST

STUDENTS SUE

IIDNTERS

TO HALT STRIKES
BY TEACHERS
Court suits by students have
become an important new element
in faculty strikes at two community colleges in Pennsylvania.
At one of thera,the Community
College of Allegheny County in
Pittsburgh, the strike was settled
after the students' action forced
the college and the striking faculty
union into court.
Another student suit was filed
against the Community College of
Philadelphia and in local faculty
union. That strike had not yet been
settled by the middle of last week.
"The student injunction suits
may have had an effect on the
sh'ike settlement because it introduced the idea that the court
would intervene," said John
B.Hirt, Allegheny's president.
Art allegheny, two suits were
filed by separate student groups in
a local court. The first alleged that
the college should not have permitted the strike on the grounds
that it was illegal under the
Pennsylvania public employee
relations act. The second suit
argued that the strike was causing
irreparable damage to the
students b) ~hreatening their
welfare and denying them an
education, as well as jeopardizing
the aid students received under the
GI bill, welfare and social
security.
"Students were the ones who
suffered the most from the school
closure," said Marlene Brown, one
of the· student plaintiffs in the
second suit. "Our main objective
was to prevent the semester from

being cancelled. Secondly, we
applied pressure to both sides
trying to get them to go into binding arbitration.
We accomplished these two objectives."
After the students filed suit in
Pittsburgh, the board of Allegheny
college and the faculty union were
ordered into court. The strike was
settled Sept. 30, the day the judge
was to have made his decision on
the injunction.
Since the
negotiations have been resolved
and classes have begun the two
suits are considered moot.
"The suits were a contributing
factor in settling the strike, but
they were an irritant since appeal'l~g in courttook time out from
negotiations," said Raymond
Mack, president of the local
chapter of the American
Federation of Teachers.
The union and the college joined
in opposition to the student injunction before the court. They
both felt that the contract should
have been resolved through
collective bargaining and, more>
importantly. an injunction would
have created an adverse academic
environment by forcing the
teachers into the classroom
against their will, according to
President Hirt. He also said that
"the students were aggressive in
putting pressure on the board,
administrators, and the faculty
..Inion to begin classes.
"We did what we felt we had to
do," said Ms. Brown, the studentplaintiff. "Because students have
no legal position, I wish the judge

Gov. Sargent
Proposes
Three Year Degree
Governor Francis Sargent
spoke at a seminar for trustees of
all public institutions of higher
education on Saturday at the new
library at Framingham State
College. He proposed four basic
reforms in our educational system,
because he said, "We have substituted growth for quality and
buildings for learning." His basic
reforms are as follows:
-1- Adoption of a three year degree
program to give students an option
to eomplete requirements in three
instead of the usual four years by
attending summer school and
assuming a heavier load during
the regular school term.
-2- An open university to allow men

and women of every walk of life
the quality of opportunity at their
own pace and in their own places.
-3- Equality of opportunity in»
dependent of financial hardship by
prc\t;ding scholarships for those
unable to pay and increasing costs
for those who cal! afford them.
-4» An all-out program of
cooperation between public ~nd
private institutions includmg
pOD ling resourc es.
Recently Sargent has been
arguing with state colleges' and
university's about their budgets.
All of the state institutions have
been cut their 1973 budgets.

would have made a decision. It
would have been a big step for
student's rights."
The student suit against the
board of trustees and faculty union
at the Community College of
Philadelphia is based on three
provisions:
The state community college
act does not give the board of
trustees the authority to close the
college.
The act also states that trustees
can not "disestablish" a college
without the approval of the state
board of higher education. The
term "dis establish" is not defined
in the act, but the students contend
that it can be construed as terminating the semester.
Closing or threatening to close
the college will, in effect, expeH
the students without due process
under the 14th amendment.
The college had decided to
cancel the semester and was ready
to mail out tuition refund vouchers
to the students last week.
However, it delayed the mailing
until the court· decision on .the"
injunction. . If the college is not
enjoined, it will attempt to place
its students in special courses at
nearby campuses.
(Reprinted from Chronicle of
Higher Education.

(vnwlRES ARE

RE~.

Lorraine and Ed Warren are on genuine hauntings in the New
investigators of haunted houses England area. While investigating
and ghosts and have been for over an old bard they were able to
twenty-five years.photognH?ll1'l-.@~t~~h~plc:!tlli:.e i,s
>
awesome ~ a wnltlSh, transparent
On Tuesday, Oct.· "24, the figure" with clearly discernible
Warrens will be at the S.U. There head and appendages seen drifting
will be a 10:00 a.m. lecture in the out of the barn doors.
The Warrens lecture on this and
auditorium and 8:00 p.m. lecture
in the ballroom. During theaf- other phenomenon including
ternoon the couple will be in the witchcraft, psychic photography,
Green Room· to meet with all in- seances, and reincarnations. In
teres ted persons.
Tickets are: addition to this they have been
available at the S.U. Informatim~ guests on countless radio shows
booth. There is a 4 ticket limit per and subject of many local state
person. The lecture is free.
and national newspaper articles
The Warrens have acquired describing their activities.
over three hundred case histories

Board Of Trustees Meeting
Hosted By Rondileau
Dr.
Adrian
Rondileau,
President of Bridgewater State
College, hosted the
October
monthly
meeting
of
the
Massachusetts State Colleges
Board of Trustees, on behalf of the
entire
Bridgewater College
Community.
Prior to their meeting, various
members of the Board Qf Trustees
.were escorted on a tour of the new
physical facilities of the College,
which included the Student Union
Building, the Clement C. Maxwell
Library, as well as the partially
completed Physical
Education
facilities.
Members of the Board of
Trustees in attendance were Mrs.

Sylvia K. Burack, Vice-Chairman,
Mr. William E. Aubuchon, Jr,. Mr.
John M. Cataldo, Dr. Kenneth R.
Fos, Mr. A. Earl Kelton, Mr.
Philip L. Lowe, Mrs. Elaine S.
Marks, and Mrs. Sol W. WeItman.
Also attending were members of
the Massachusetts State College
Syste'TI Boston Central Office.
Immediately following the
morning Executive Session, the
Trustees were invited to a luncheon in the Formal Dining Room
of the Student Union Building,
along with the Deans and the
members of the Faculty Council,
officers of the Student Govern ment
Association;
residents of the
academic classes, and editors of

the College newspapers.
The afternoon session of the
Trustees meeting was held in the
Student Union Boardof Governors
Chambers of the Student Union
Building.
Immediately following the
adjournment of the afternoon
meeting, the Trustees were
honored at a s<cial hour at the
home of President and Mrs.
Rondileau, Gates House. ASSisting
in the entertaining were Mr. Heriry
F. Werner, Assistant to the
President, Mrs. Dorothy E.
McGann, and Dean Ellen Shea.

MACBETH
admission $1 .

OCTOBER 26,27,28
8: 15 pm

See Page 4
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~DITORIALS
On Thursday, October 12, a little demonstration was given that
rivaled even OUl' Christmas light fiasco in its absurdity.
This little escapade, hiding under the harmless guise of 'panty
raid' :-;howed more immaturity and irresponsibility then the
students on this campus have ever manifested.
Panty raids in the past have been fun, or a~ the very least, .events
tolerated with mild amusement. However, It seems that thIS year
our young men from Durgin Hall decided to break awa.y from the
old tried-and-true silk raids, and substitute a more creative for~at.
This new and revised activity included breaking and enterIng,
theft, invasion of privacy and damage to personal property.
The most amazing part of this project is the lack of any
disciplinary action taken against these stude~ts.
.
The girls from the dorms have submitted a lIst of stolen artIcles
and have petitioned the administration for reimbursement. The
deans have agreed that Durgin Hall should repay all three dorms
out of their breakage fee money.
There is little else the administration can do since the girls have
declined to identify any of the students. However, the deans
shouldn't have to initiate all action taken against the boys.
A heavy share of the responsibility should fall on the Executive
Board of Durgin Hall, who as of right now, have not made any
statements or taken any steps to reprimand. What is the problem?
Is this inactivity a sign of mute support, apathy, fear of appearing
'uncoo!' or possibly belief in that old adage 'boys will be boys!'
If the 250 guys at Durgin Hall who were not involved really don't
mind losing their money because of the antics of these jokers, then
those rumors of a repeat performance may just happen. Has it
come to the point where someone actually has to get hurt before the
students on this campus can face up to their responsibilities?
Recently the Bridgewater· State Hockey Team went to the
Athletic Fees Committee in search of $800 to lure an assitant coach,
such as the baseball team had last year. (See story on Sports Page)
However the Athletic Fees Committee did not see fit to give them
the money because they did not wish to establish a 'precident'. This
could mean that without an assistant the Bridgewater State Hockey
team could be rendered coachless some evening. Not only is that
bush league but it is not fair to those guys who've all paid their $27
Athletic Fee to deprive them of a coach for their sport. The
COMMENT Feels that for far too long the student's money in the
Athletic Fe Department has been budgeted like it is the possesion of
those on the Athletic Fee Committee. The requeRt of the hockey
team was not an unfair request. N.o money was being taken from
any other sport, -and" no money should, but when ·$U,OOO can't be
dipped into because a precident doesn't wish to be established well
then it~ getth:lg bey{md ~<?ntroL

SPEAK..

OUT
RAGE
On Saturday, October 28 in
Boston
University's
Law
Auditorium,
women
from
throughout Massachusetts will join
together to speak out on crimes
against their right to control their
own bodies. The public hearings,
SPEAK-OUT
RAGE:
. A
WOMEN'S RIGHT TO CHOOSE,
starting at 1 p.m. will focus on the
personal testimony of women
concerning abortion , contraception, sterilization and
prenatal care.
The testimony of women from
all backgrounds and experiences
black women,
will be heard:
Latina women, gay women,
Catholic women and housewives,
high· school women and college
women, working women. Through
this testimony and that of legal and
medical experts, SPEAK -OUTRRAGE will draw together the
evidence necessary" to indict the
government, the anti-abortion
forces and those institutions
responsible for denying women
control over their bodies.

ou;h~a~~d~~:::;;n~th~~~c=~

The first· orgianizational'
meeting of the. Bridgewater
Chapter of NatIOnal Student
Speech" and Hearing Association.
(NSSHA) was held September 27th
in the Green Room. a· second
meeting took place October 11th in
which the year's program was
given.
Since this is a new club on
campus, I'd like to explain our
purpose and mention some activities we are planning. The club
is open to any student interested in
wlearning about disordered
human communication. Monthly
lectures will be given by selected
therapists concerning the new
methods they are employing.
Topics include audiology, "black
dialect," cleft palate, articulation
disorders, language problems of
the cultrally depreived, and
cerebral palsy will be presented in
our year's program. All interested
are also invited to the three day
Spring Convention to be held in
Hyannis, April 26-2Sth.
. Knowledge of language and
hering communication problems is
vital to any peson planning on
teaching in a public school or
entering into special education.
The lectures will also interest
psychology and sociology majors.
If you think you may be
inctercstcd in joining NSSHA,
please come to our meeting
Oct. 24 at 5:()0 p.m. in the SGA
Hoom I'm sure you'll find NSSHA
both informative and interesting!
Sincerely,
.Jane Anne Janowski
NSSHA Vice President

You Don't Live In A World All
Alone
Your Brothers Are Here Too.
Albc..t Schweitzer

Alumni, faculty, students and
friends of Bridgewater State
College and Miss S. Elizabeth
Pope gathered in Pope Hall on tbe
Bridgewater Campus Sunday,
October 15, at 3:00 P.M.
to
dedicate a portrait of Miss Pope to
the College. The portrait was
painted by Mrs. Margaret Je"Yett.
Mr. Francis T. Sherry, PreSIdent
of the Bridgewater Alumni
Associa tion, introduced
Dr.
Adrian Rondileau, President of the

College. -Dr. Rondileau, in turn,
introduced Dr. V. James Dinardo,
Treasurer
of
the
Alumni
Associa tion, who unveiled the
portrait. Miss Pope then thanked
the gathered Alumni and friends
for this tribute to het. Mine
collation under the direction of Dr.
Ellen Shea, Dean of Students and
Dean of Women, and Mrs. Martha
Jones, Assistant to Dean Shea,
was then enjoyed by the. large
gatheribg present.

Womens' Rights
Condemn Sexists
THE
BRIDGEWATER THE
COLLEGE
ADWOMENS' RIGHTS GROUP IS MINISTRATION, AND TH~
APPAULD AT AND COMMENDS STUDENT BODY, ESPECIALLY
THE
ACTION
BY THE WOME.
THE WOMEN'
BRIDGEWATER MEN IN THEIR RIGHTS GROUP FEELS THAT
A'GGRESSIVE ASSAULT THE "panty raid"
IS A
AGAINST THE RIIGHTS OF THE TRADITION THAT MUST BE
WOMEN ON THIS CAMPUS. WE BROKEN OR WHAT KIND OF
ARE SHOCKED AT THE "raid" CAN WE EXPECT NEXT.
PASSIVE -DO
NOTHING AT- TIME?
TITUDE OF THE PRESIDENT,
-_ .... :.oc""-"~.......,.~,.-.- _" .. ___ . ___"''-'
~
ij

iSNEA
General Meetingl\
t
T
O coer.
t h 24th
ues.
10 _. 00
.SU

and testimony from similar
hearings taking place this October.
" in major cities across the country·
will be brought to the International _
U~T' -UTII"
,.
Tribunal on Abortion, Con- .
.
' .£JlYJ. Ill'J.
traception,
and
Forced Ii
Sterilization to' be held' in ob~
-n::
e,
servance
of
International ~
C I
Women's Day in New York Sityon I
. ' , r
,
Su~day , is· the 'day' I write ,my ,March 9, 10; andlL 'The In. ~
ternational Tribunal and the loeal •
poetry, but I can write no poetry
public hearings were called by the .. ,I: .
.
thO
eek I am too 'angry.
IS w
'.
. .
Third National Women's A b o r t i o n l l A Y R I D E
The, artlcJ.~ l~ ,the Oct. ,7B,olijtop
Action Comerence this past July in
.
~Globe, cor~:!rmn~ a. 16 year old
New York City and will be a high.lYJ..'
unwed prt ,nant gIrl mMaryland ,
.
meet. in front of uillon' at'a:''lSwho wanteu,to'bear her baby, and
whose mother brought her to court
::!ontext of a stepped-up campaign
sponsoredby
because she, (the mother) ,;ant~d
by the "Right to Lifers" who are
the baby aborte~, makes one ~ skm
determined to maintain the status
crawl.
Unbeh~vably, a Jud~e
quo of oppression and roll back the 7'i F E '
(George D. Rasm, Jr.) ruled!n few limited victories women have
·R LIMll
favo~ ~r the mo!her, and th~ rlrl
already won in the struggle.
j
11 ~k
t
The testimonies will describe}
ca InI e raVIS at cot
a
was JaIled, pendmg the abortion.
Only.an eleventh- hour emerge~cy
the suffering of those who have
ext
or
hearmg. prevented the abortlO~
experienced
abortions,
who have been illegal
victims
of forced
-awt::z
. . . .- _ • • "'A~ ~.'~-- -=--,
from takmg place. Can any~ne fall
Lo be angry at such an abommabl~
sterilization, who hav.1 ')een forced
to bear children agains their will,
m?c~ery of our. demo~r.atIc
p;Inclples? What kind of.slms~er who have been refused con134 Broad St. Bridgewater
dl~tatorsh!p are we. nurturmg With
traceptives
or
voluntary
tlus abortIon question?
sterilization, who have been raped
Cigarettes-any brand;'
a· carton.
Ask yourself, how muc.h value and unable to obtain abortions.
Open
7 days
do you place on a h.uI?an lIfe? On The hearings will tell about those
50oo? On half a mIlII?n? T~k~ a who have died alone in back-alleys
good look at the abortlOn statIstrcs . from butcher abortions.
SPEAK-OUT-RAGE will tell the
a.rou?d the century, and let them
smk Into the marrow of you bones, truth. It will say: No more sufand only then will you begin to feel fering in silence! No more fear of
as I feel.
demanding those rights which are
This is an emotional letter, women's!
SPEAK-OUT-RAGE
~pecil11
written to arouse the much needed will dispel the myths surrounding
support which MASS .CITIZENS abortion, contraception, and
{i'OR LIFE must have m order to forced sterilization and give voice
defeat the FReferendum qu~stion to the millions of women who daily
on the ballot of 20 towns In the suffer from the laws which
area, this November.
legislate their bodies.
Every Saturday and MOnday
Surely, Massachusetts, with its
tradition of fair play, and its
Flowers tor all
heritage of dedication to the cause
of human dignity, will rise to the
occasions
defense of the defenseless,
delivered
threatened unborn, who cannot
speak for themselves. All citizens
itll overanxious to defeat the abortion
the
referendum, contact and lor
contribute to Mass. Citizens For
world.
Life, 1 Gateway Center, Newton,
DINNER
Mass. Phone 965-2923.
Thank You
FRENCH FRIES CREAMY COLE SLAW ROLL AND BUTTER
Priscilla Laveaga

t

CHAMPION TERMP APERS
BOSTON, MASS. 02215
636 BEACON ST. <#605)
611-536-9100
Research Material lor Termpapers, Reports, Theses, etc.
LOWEST PRICES.
QUICK ··SERVICE.
For-Information, Please write or 'call· .

e·

~~~!m~o:t.i~~i1f::::~~c:f:~~~

_

i

- po.se-:.· '1'0. nontI_.·nat. a
ur
candidate for.
'
homecoming, qUeen.

"I

Letters To 'Ithe Editor
Dear Students,

Alulllni Association
-nonors'
S· ELIZABE'l'H POPE

I
I
t

'OCI'· 23

*

at 4: 00 .r

SNEA

BY RESERV A1'fON1JNI:Y

·;ED
1'- ".
S·
H·'Il
35li 357 Rm. -206

t

uF

ij===:;===========::i~~~~~~~~:;
LOU'S VARIETY
$3.99

GRXN'!'S

Snack Bar

SHRIMP BONANZA

UAIKER'S"
FLOWERS

26 t:entraf ~quare

GRANTS INVITES YOU TO THEIR ~l'1ACK BAR
PLENTY OF GOOD EATING! IF YOU'RE STILL
HUNGRY, DON'T BE SHY, ASK FOR SECONDS!

Hridgewater
697-6937

GRANTS-SNACK BJ1RGrants Plaza Rte. IlJ
Bridgewat~r

/

FOR

f
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College Round-up
A 1971 police search of the files
of the Stanford Daily was declared
illegal by a U.S. District Court in
San Francisco. The Daily will
reorganize as an independent, nonprofit corporation following a vote
by Stanford students this month to
end control of the paper by the
Associated Students of Stanford
University.

for Social Research for their
liberal arts courses and to New
york University for their teachertraining courses.
A former student who sued
Colgate University for $3 million
because of injuries he sustained in
a freshman football scrimmage
lost his cass in New York State
Supreme -Court.

cJ~)

@J~~

evaluation of colleagues during the
probationary years."
The U.S. Supreme Court has
ruled unanimously in Healy, et a1.
v. James, et. a1. that Central
Conneticut State College denied
students their right of free speech
and association by refusing to
allow the establsiment of an SDS
chapter on campus.

?

NIXON GETS

A U.S. Appeals Court in New
Orleans has ruled that Typer
Members of Phi Delta Kappa,
Junior College did not have the
Chip Hope, a junior at the
right to deny admission in 1970 to University of North Carolina didn't meeting recently at the University
of Michigan, outlined strategy for
three men on the grounds that thei want to double up in a single room.
hair was too long.
.So he found a new home; a six-foot- assuring women membership at
square wooden platform midway the University of Michigan, ou
up a 40 foot pecan tree, just a fiveMembership of Phi Delta
Between the air war over explained to American officials, is
The Colorado Supreme Court minute walk from the campus at
Kappa, meeting recently at the Vietnam and the blockade off its to defeat the political subversion,.
has struck down a portion of a 1961 Chapel Hill.
not the querrillas. Wipe out the
University of Michigan, outlined northern coast, hardly anyone
state law that required students to
strategy for assuring women pays attention anymore to the real undergr9und
political
spend a full year in the stateTo help it head off deficits in the membership in the all-male fight -- the continuing insurgency organization in the South, he
without going to college full timeargues, and the Communists won't
inside South Vietnam.
before they could begin the process immediate years ahead, Tufts education fraternity.
But Richard Nixon is hardly be able to recruit for and support
of qualifying for in-state tuition Univeristy has received a grant of
anyone. Back in June, just after he their guerrilla warfare.
$55,000 from the Permanent
rates.
The University of Houston has reescalated America's role in the
Charity Fund of Boston for
An example of this approach is
creation of a new Internal been selected as one of four in- conflict, the President asked the Phoeniz program, by which
stitutions nationwide to participate Britain's most famous counter- thousands of Vietnamese have
The faculty of Roger Williams Management Group.
in a pilot study of the Open insurgent, Sir Robert G. K.
been hunted down since 1967 in an
College in Rhode Island has voted
University concept which has Thompson, to visit Vitnam aand effort to wipe out Communist
to name an affiliate of the National
an
"independent political cadres, tax collectors, •
Education Assocition as its
Northwestern
University's proved to be successful in Great make
Britain. '
assessment"
of
the
situation.
province and hamlet chiefs, and
collective bargaining agent.
College of Arts and Sciences
Just what Thompson reported inte1lig~nce agents. Sponsored by
faculty has voted to offer the opColumbia University is ,looking back, Mr. Nixon won't say. But if
tion of a three-year program
, the CIA, the program came under
The
National
Education leading to the Bachelor of Arts into its stock holdings to see if any past performance gives any hint-- fire in the American Congress for
may be controversial from the and Sir Robert has been nothing if
Association estimates that about degree.
its widespread use of torture and
standpoint of corporate respon- consistent through two decades of
111,000 students who finished their
brutality -- methods which, at least
si~ility.
battles ~ he probably told the publicly, Thomp'soncondemns.
education degrees in 1972 have
President not to count on his But as a counter terrodst effort
been unable to find jobs this fall in
Honors students at Ohio
Seven
University
of
Colorado
bombs.
public schools.
Dominican College will have the
Phoenix has, according to most
Chief architect of Britain's fight observers, proven highly effective.
opportunity to participate in a psychologists will. zero in on facStudent",Planned Curricula within - tors in human learning and against the Malayan Communists
memory, thinking and com- in the 1950's and then top British
A federal district judge in Texas the Honors Program, as a pilot.
Massive American airpower
prehension under a new five-year adviser to Vietnamese President po tpones -- and often obstructs ._has struck down a requirement
grant to. . CU; ,by, th.e National Ngo Sinh Diem and his Strategic Phoenix-type activi~y., . a,nd,
that college students state that
Hamlet progra·m, ,·Thompson
tHey intend to live ;in theiN~ollege·
already the Communists' political
A speciaV~ Uni.versity of Scie~.c.eJi'oundiltion. .• '
gene'rally
finds massive firepower . organization in the Mekong Delta
towns before they can vote there. Wisconsin regent committee to
and bombing "irrelevant" .
an around Saigon has been able to
. study faculty. tenure criteria
Where . American specialists boun ce lrack'; puU:ibg'new guel'ti1la
Fourfull-time
.students·
.
have
.
recommends that " teaching, as'
Mills College of Education has one of the criteria for granting raised $276,824 for Albion College tend to concentrate on military units in the field.
This leaves Nixon in trouble.
dismissed its f~cul~y. and is,s~n- .. ren!lr~, : must be gjv~n .renewed scholarships--working ontheir own solutions, as did Gerneral Maxwell
Taylor, or on' promises -oiland Bombing,. 'coupled with· pressure
ding its students to the New School emphasis' with
systematic time and initiative without pay or
rp.lease time from classes.
reform and democracy, as did the from the Soviet Union and China,
CIA's legendary Gen. Edward might force Hanoi to negotiate a
Lansdale, Thompson is more the pause in the war. Bombing might
product of British imperia l convince Communists in other
practice. Revolutionary warfare Southeasr Asian nations to think
requires a breakdown in rural twice, and it might even convince
admisistration, he wrote in his American voters that Nixon can
widely~read
DEFEATING
win in Vietnam.
COMMUNIST INSURGENCY;
But as Nixon himself must know
successful defense needs to -- al least since his talk with
The Penny-A-Plate Dinner asinine war policies."
reimpose government authority, Thompson -- bombing, negotiation,
The
demonstration
will
Committee today announced plans
with its guarantee of life and limb,
and even a second term in office
assemble
at
5:15
p.m.
on
October
for a mass demonstration outside
right
down to the individual offer no escape from an ongoing
the Commonwealth Armory on the :31, Halloween, at Copley Square.
hamlet.
conflict back where it all started,
'EVENING OF October 31 to There the mother of a POW just
The priority in all this, as in the Vietnamese countryside.
coincide with the Republican $1000 released from North Vietnam will
Thompson time and again ha s
\ I
speak, along with Frances Fit- A- Plate fund-raising dinner.
President Nixon or Vice-President zgerald, author of the best-selling
Agnew 01' possibly hoth aI'e ex- book on Vielnam"The Fin~ in the
"
Lake;" and LE Anh Thu, a Victp(!eted to nttend the rnoney-mising
mIIllCS(~
student
living
in
the
U.S.
event. According 10 Leslie Cagan,
rl~he
The group will Ihell arch
spokeswoman for the committee,
together
to
th£'
Penny-A-Plate
"We (IXPllel Ihousands of people
will he coming to express their dinner outside the Commonwealth
outmge at thi~ abominable and Armory, arriving at 7 p.m.
O;The purpose of the demoneo~tlv war in Vietnam and at the
gmlei'ul policies of the Nixon ad- ~tration," Cagan said" "is to show
mini::;tration which favor the kind thai opposition to the war has not
of rich people who will attend this been quiettd by Nixon's fraudulent
pence manuvers. We think that
morbid Halloween feast."
I
I
"We plan to serve dinner for a people want a permanent and just
penny
a person
outside the peace and total withdrawal of II
Commonwealth Armory as the U.S. forces from Indochina."
Republican bigwigs go in," Cagan
The Penny-A-Plate dinner
went on to say. "We will cat rice
and Help the lnffation
like the people of Southeast Asia committee can be reached at 492while those who can afford $1000 0489.
}'ighters at
will eat filet mignon and listen to
thp. ;lrlministration defend Nixon's

THE WORD

ON VIETNAM

'PENNY -A-PLATE
TO DEMONSTRATE

'Hatchet Man
Is Back!!

To Chop Prices

GRANTS

no liturgy at the

Catholic Center

Jobs Are Available. . . !
For FREE infonnation

Sunday
October -21 & 22
Regular schedule

on student assistance and
placemen t program send
selfwaddressed STAMPED
envelope to the National
Placement Registry, 1001
East Idaho St., Kalispell,
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Beechwood Music
Soares Outtasight

.A DRUM A DRUMMACBETH
DOES COME.
Our Drama Club's production of
MACBETH is almost here. This
great Shakespearean tragedy's
performances here at Bridgewater
arc just a few days away, on next
Thurs., Fri., and Saturday; OCTOBEn 26, 27. 28. The cast and
crews of the show have been
working hard
to prepare for
production, and the show is really
taking shape.
The actors are rehearsing
intensly, polishing every 'scene,
and the stage hands are working
round the clock adding the
finishing touches to the elaborate
staging. The set is one of the most
interesting ever built on the
Student Union stage, offering
levels of staging that range from
the orchestra pit to 25 ft. above the
stage floor.
Besides this special setting for
the play, the audiences of MACBETH will view costumes and

"Beechwood and Glenwood are
experiencing very impressive
chart action right now," noted
Barry Kimmelman, Capitol Inprops that were authentic to
eleven the-century Scotland.
A dustries Vice President and
substantial costuming crew is busy Executive in charge of its Music
preparing the clothing of the Publishing Divisions, Beechwood
nobles, soldiers and servants who Music Corp. and Glenwood Music
appear in the play. In addition to Corp. "Over the past year, we
all of this, the Drama Club's have placed and the major portion
production of MACBETH will of this success is due to the efforts
feature exciting visual and audio of Terry Slater."
Terry Slater, who was recently
special-effects, heightening the
excitement of this dynamic appointed General Professional
Manager of Beechwood, said that.
tragedy.
So don't miss MACBETH here the publishing company is having
at Bridgewater!
The show marked success on both single and
promises to be an exciting night's album charts with the following
entertainment, a journey into copyrights: "Put Your Hand In
medieval Scotland as pictured by RHThe Hand", Joan Baez and
the greatest playwright of
Elvis Presley;
"Got To Be
Elizabethan England.
MAC- There", Michael Jackson, Smokey
,BETH- next Thursday, Friday and Robinson and Miracles, Ramsey
Salurday; OCTOBER 26,27,28, at Lewis, Peter Nero; "Big Man",
8: 15 in the Student Union Donny Osmond; "That's The Way
Auditorium. Tickets are on sale
now; prices are only $1.00 for
students and $2.00 for nonstudents. ALL HAIL MACBETH!

Part II
Play
Play

Sun.
Mon.
Tue.
Wed.
Thu.

Play
Play
Play
Play
Play.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

15

7:00

16
17
18
19

7:00
7:00
7:00

7:00

Mon. Oct. 2312:30 Play; Costumes
and Sound NO ABSENCE OR
EXCUSES PERMITTED
Mon. Oct. 23 6:00 Make-up Call
Mon. Oct. 23 7: 30 Curtain FIRST
DRESS REHEARSAL
Tues. Oct. 24 6:00 Make-up Call
7: 15 Picture Call
7:45 Curtain SECOND DRESS
Wed. Oct. 25 TBA Make-up Call
8:15 Curtain FINAL; DRESS

INVITED I\UDIENCE
PlaySun. Oct. 22 5.30 Tech Stage Thursday, friday, Saturday, OcManager, Light & Sound Crews Lober 26, 27, 28; 8:15 P.M. PERFORMANCE
'
Only

RECORD COM1'A,NIESARE
HUMAN TOO I
Studio "B" at the Capitol and trade notice. Sasano found out
Records' Tower recently became a about them and a deal was made
place to showcase singer- for the showcase to move to
songwriters ready for obtaining Capitol. Tapes are sent to Chanrecord company or publishing dler and Brehany who have
deals and managers but that complete authority over who goes
on the showcase. Capitol provides
lacked the necessary contacts.
"The
Alternative the location, wine and popcorn.
"There are no strings," says
Chorus/Songwriters
Showcase"
"The showcase is a
began at the Tower Thursday, Sasano.
October 5 and is scheduled for vehicle for singer-songwriters to
display their material for people in
every Thursday at 9:00 p.m.
Sasano further
Helmed by Len Chnadler and John the industry."
Braheny who work closely with the explained that the program
label's Ken Sasano, the program provides "excellent public and
features three performers; one industry relations" for Capitol. "It
with a 45-minute set and two with also provides tl place where music
four songs each followed by a two- business personnel can find new
song-a-performer hoot that lasts talent without the awkwardness
that occurs during formal in-office
until midnight.
"The
Alternative auditions. "
"The
Alternative
Chorus/Songwriters Showcase"
was originated a year ago by Chorus/Songwriters Showcase" is
Chandler and Brehanv at the Ash open to the entire industry and to
Grove for every other Monday performers who have written their
night.
Six months later, they material and can provide their
moved over to Lincoln Center West [)Wll accompaniment.
where they received good press

CATCH EM IF YOU CAN
Aquarius Teatre, 413 Washington
St., Boston Pete Seeger - Sut., Oct.
21 at H::~O p.m. 'i$5. $4. $3.
Paul's Mall, 733 Boylston St.,
Boston 267-1300 - Merry Clayton thru DSUl'fday
Jazz Workshop Coming Nov, 13-19
Herbie Hancock
Nov. 20-26 Ysef Luteef
Symphony Hall - Rod Mcl{uen -

Thurs. & Fri., Oct. 19 & 20 at 8 p.m.
Tickets at box office - SoundscopeMinuteman $6.00, $5.00 and $4.00
Jordan HaH
Ke6-2412. Julian
Bream, ThurH. & Fri. ooct. 26 & 27
at 8:3(). Tickets $6.50, $5.50, $4.50
and $:l.50

"Snowbird". Before coming to
Beechwood, Slater, who hails from
London, began his careet in music
in 1957 in England as a musician
performing with such major acts a
s Little Richard,
Bo Diddley,
Jerry Lee Lewis, Gene Vincent
and the Shirrells as well as top
British groups. In 1964, he came to
the U.S. and joined the Everly
Bros. as bass player and toured
withe them until 1969. During that
period, he wrote much of their,
rna terial, including tl~eir last
major hit, "Bowling Green".
On behalf of Beechwood, Slater
received three additional BMI
citations of Achievement for the
most performed songs in BMI
repertoire for 1971. The songs
were "Cherish",
'Snowbird", and "Put YYour Hand
In The Hand".

A GEM OF AN ALBUM

MACBETH
REVISED REHERSAL
SECHEDULE OCT 10-25
Tue. Oct. 10 7:00
Wed. 0ct. 11 7:00
Thu. Oct. 12 7:00

God Planned It", Billy Preston;
and "Cherish", David Cassidy.
Both publishing execs expressed excitement and optimism
over fUlure accomplishment and
activities
for the publishing
companies. In addition to excellent songs that are available
from recently signed outstanding
,new writers, motion picture and
television interests are also under
consideration. Details of these
ventures will be announced at a
future date. Also, the publishing
companies have acquired other
catalogues for administration
under the direction of
Administrative Manager Elizabeth
Montei.
Slater, who has been with
Beechwood since 1969 was recently
presented with a BMI citation
marking the millionthe performance of the song "Cherish".
This award is his second and joins

Symphony Hall, 251 Huntington
Ave., Boston
774-1466.
Bette
Milder Fri. Oct. 27 at 8:30 p.m.
Mail Orders accepted $6, $5, and
$4.
Boston Garden - .JeUll'o Tull Wed.
& Thurs on Nov. 1 & 2. Tickets at
the Garden, Minuteman, Soundscope and Ticketron
Symphony Hall- Gordon Lightfoot,
Fri., Nov. 3 at 8:30 , tickets $;),50,
$4.50 and $3.50. Box Office (Mail
Orders accemptedl Soundscope,
Minuteman
Wilbur Theatre, 252 Tremont St.,
Boslon 426-5827. Godspdl. Prices
depend on day-lime and seat

DIAMONDS IN THE ROUGH
John Prine ("Hello in There") humor. "The Torch Singer" is a the closing song "Diamonds in the
Rough."
has just released an album on tune about a man who goes to a
bar
and
hears
a
torchsinger
Sing
Most of his songs are pensive,
A!lantic entitled "Diamonds in the
-the blues and he discovers that his introspective assessments· of life.
Rough".
Prine treats his topics through the
Prine's singing voice, while not problems are not so beg afger all.
the most prolific, has the metallic "Souveniens" grieves over things eyes of different individual and
quality and texture like that of and people whose existence has lheir efforts in coping with the
hurdles. of living.
,
Bob Dylan's" His articulation and been snatched away by time ..
Best song of the album is
qhrasing are clear to the degree "Sour Grapes" adds a humerotis
lha t the lyrics are easily discer- effect about a guy who lost his girl "Everybody" which tells about a
sailor who meets Christ on the sea.
to the Fuller brush salesman.
nible.
Christ pours out his troubles to the'
"The Late John Garfield Blues"
, The instrumentai arr~ngements
sailor
indicating a dependency
reflects
a
morass
of
despair.
have the flair and force like those

of Tom Rush.
On the album he is assisted by
,two of.the coffee-house elite, David

Bromberg and Steve Goodmman.
Each of Prine's songs contains
a'distinct story lirie iIsually, mood
resting and dressed with a wry

Garfield was a motion picture upon society by Christ.

Its a rambling free-moving
actor who used to major hi roles
which
always
had
him catchy tune. Sort of Prine's anphilosophizing, "Oh, what's the swer to SUPERSTAR'S "King
Herod Song".
use, you can't win".
.All of the 13 numbers' were
written by John Prine except for

Black Heat Sizzles
Ingrediants: a smattering of
"Tower of Power"; a cauldron of
War; a pinch of Herbie Manor; a
drop of Quicksilver; and blend
them all together with harmony
and you've brewed up a batch of
BLACK HEAT.
Sprinkle this concoction with
trumpet solos by Phil Guilbreau;
guitar and vocals of Bradley
Owens;
Organ and vocals of
Johnell Gray. Garnish with Esco
Cromer's drums, the bass and'
vocals of Naamon Jones and
conga, harp and vocals of
Raymond Green.
Top it off with flute and tenor
sax solos by David Newman.
These seven young black
mllsiciens have brought together

MODERN
DANCE CLUB
TO MEET
OCT 25
since the Monday, October 23rd
meeting of the Modern Dance Club
falls on Veterans Day. The Club
will meet Wednesday, October 25th
from 5 to 6 PM in the Small Gym.
Members are urged to attend this
and the next regular meeting on
Monday October 30th, 6-8 PM. The
Dance Club is beginning work on
several performances for children,
to be given in November.

elements of jazz soul, blues and
straighy forward ballads to
achieve a versility that has been
lacking in many groups in recent
years.
Side one kicks off with an instrumental piece called "The
Jungle" followed by another instrumental "Chicken Heads. "
Two easy groovin' ballads which
fealure the organ (which sounds
alot like QUICKSILVER) and
guitar; "Slreet of Tears" and
"Barbara's Mood" these two are
vocal s much like those with the
TOWER OF POWER sound. The
first side of the LP finishes with a
funky instrumental called what
else, "Chip's Funk".
'
Side two swings into action with

III

•••

an instrumental featuring flute
called "Wanahh" They again.
move into a slow ballad, "You'll
Never Know ' followed by a WAR
sounding piece called "Honey
Love". From these BLACK HEAT
grooves into a trumpet-led blues
project called "Send My Lover
Back". Fantastic harmony in
"Time is Gonna Catch You"
rounds out the album with this tune'
in the "Motown" mood.
In back of BLACK HEAT is a
great rhythm section with saxes
trom nes and trumpets used fo;
this a \·1m. All the rhythm tracks
were <.t.:.·anged by BLACK HEAT.'
In all there are about 15 musiciens
used for this smokin' LP on the
Atlantic label.

CONSERVATORY
TO PRESENT
ROMAN CARNIVAL
Ne:vv ~ngland Conservatory of
MUSIC wlll present its first concert
of the 1972-73 season next Wednesday, October 25, at 8:30 P.M. in
Jordan Hall,
Richard Pittman, conductor,
has selected ROMAN CARNIVAL
by Hector Berlioz, and Gustav
~ahler's SYMPHOMY NO. 1 for
hIS program. The concert is free
and open to the public.
M~. Pittman received his
classlcal training at the Peabody
School. of Music, with additional
t-1tu~y III Italy, Germany, and
S:lItzerland, where he studied with
PIerre Boulez. While abroad, he

-eas conductor of the Chamber
Opera Group of Hamburg. He has
also been conductor off the Little
Chorus, the American Chamber
O~chestra and the Contemporary"
Wind Ensemble
all
.
W h'
,
In
as mgton, D.C.; and the Eastman S~hool Symphony Orchestra'
dn Muslca Nova in Rochester NY
In addition to his dutie~ a~
conductor of the Repertory Orchestra a.nd instructor in orchestra
~~nd~ctmg ~~ the Conservatory,
. Pittman IS the Music Director
of the Boston Musica Viva and the
conductor of the Concord (Mass)
Orchestra.
.

••-. .
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-NO GREAT

MATTER
David Lawson
An ugly old man
with camel brown fingers
(lungs as black
as a coal town alley)
stepped from a doorway
onto the curb
beneath a sightless urine~yellow
moon
and coughed just twice
before the sidewalk smashed his
eyes out.
Forty minutes later,
after every banker's daughter
kissed the son of every lawyer
beneath every lemonade-mellow
kiwanis club moon
in Grand Island Nebraska,
the police slithered up
and called for the wagon.
A frowsy old nag
with a mole on her eye
who fancied herself a senior whore,
hung both her chins
on the window ledge
and belched the national anthem.
and told the cops she never saw
him sober.

SU
HAPPENINGS...
) Friday, October 20
Seminar Rm. 1-3 Verse Choir
Sunday, October 22
3-5 Black Ecumenical Council
Dem. Rm.
Monday, October 23
Room 205 N.C.A.T.E. 4:00
Scm. Hm. Verse Choir 1-2
10-12 El. Ed.

Conf. 4 3: 30 Sp. Ed.
Tuesday, October 24
McGovern 10:00 Rm. 205
Warrens 10:00 Aud.
Afro American 10:00 Green Rm.
Scm. Rm. 3:00 U.G.C.C.
lOA Slate Collective Bargaining
Rathskeller
5: 15 Music Encounter Ra thskeller

/

Wednesday, October 25

CCHC 3: on Green

T~ m.

Verse Choir Sem. h.in.
7-9 War & Peace Scm. Rm.
7: 30 - 11 Coffeehouse
H-4 Fiske Estate Women's Club

Lobhy

The COMMENT will accept
black and white photographs from
amateur photographers in the
college community.
The best
photograph of the week will be
printed weekly. The best
photograph' of the month will be
printed every fourth week of the

PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST

LANGUAGE
REQUIREMENT?
Last February the board of
trustees eliminated foreign
languages
as
a
general
requirement for the BA degree. It
is now up to each department to
decide whether or not they will
retain the foreign language
requirement for majors in this
field.
Their recommendations must
be turned into the curriculum
commi ttee; from there is goes to
Dr. Hondileau for the final
decision.
On October 17, the curriculum
committee met to discuss this
issue. Ted Gullickson brought to
the attention of the committee that
Dean Di Nardo had said a deadline
for Oct. 13 was set up for each
department to decide on the issue.
It was then asked if their
proposals were not in yet, should
we assume that they had dropped
the language requirement.
Dr. Doiron, chairman of the
committee, informed us that many
of the proposals were tumed into
the Dean and that we would get
them all in the near future and not
to worry about departments not
tUl'Iling in their recommendations
on this bsue.
The deadline of the 18th also

month.
You can drop your prints off il1
the COMMENT office in the box
labled 'F:OTOS' . Please legibly
print your name, telephone
number and title of your print on
the backside.

NEWS
PHOTOGRAPHY
CONTEST-

upset the students on the committee because it did not allow
enough time for the students to get
involved with the decisions made
by each department.·
When the first recommendation·
deaJing with the language
New York--With a wealth of people, places, issues or events,
Ted Gullickson then moved that all striking photo possibilities for this on the local or national level.
recommendations be sent back to exciting election- year, and an _ The entries' will be judged by
each department and that they array of prizes -- including a 1973 such notables as the accomplished
specify which languages their American Motors Gremlin, a 15- photographer and famed en~
majors have tochoose from if they day trip to Istanbul, Dubrovnik ~ertainer, Sammy Davis,Jr.;
kept th~ re·quireinent and to which, apd Athens; a tropical island Pulitzer Prize winner, EdOie
degree'ofcompetancy they were to· vacation to Hawaii or the A dams;· 'p r <> f e s s ion 1
achieve.
Car ean; a Konica Autoreflex-T photographer, Doris Pinney;
The latter part-would enable camera ;a· . complete Simmon: Ph'Ot~.gtaphic4 !~itOI·.: -tack
some students to waive their Omega darkroom outfit; and a Descflln; Newsweek photographer
requirement by passing a test or dazzling covey of other prizes--the
Bernard Gotfryd; and UPl's
allowing them to take only one Newsweek/Konica - photo contest Hal'old 131umenf : : .
.
year instead of two if they promises to be an exciting contest
Ent~y . blanks an~ contest Inachieved the level acquired.
for photographers everywhere.
form~t.lOn .are avatlable at all
As discussion on the motion The events thus far in Campaign partlclpatll1g camera s.tores
continued Ted felt that the motion '72 mark this as another highly thro?gh?ut the U.S. Deadlme for
would be defeated. Not wanting to visual election year.
entnes IS No~ember 30, 19?2. All
see the students suffer a setback.
Open to any photographer, black and whIte or color prInts, or
he asked to withdraw his motion. professional or amateur, the c~r?board mounted slIdes are
The one who seconds a motion contest entries may record any eltglble.
must also withdraw his second to aspect of the electoral process-allow this to happen.
In this case Mike Travis would
not withdraw his second. The .....!':><_, __ ,~._,_"; __~ .. __ *_"""3;WW::~_"'>C_-"I .r ._'-'''=>

a

YOGA C;'-'-..J..!:J.
T AS·· c...-'"
..

~:\(~~~:: t~~l~l.to

u vote and was
Later that night th(! SGA met.

A...~

The SGA was then informed that
, IIw departments had to meet again
to elaburate un their recommendatiolls. The SGA passed the

E T"".J.lt
7EI D Y T'UUR·
SV··-'..t:lA Y
.I. .
T 4 P.
. M.
A
.
h
at t e1 Catholzc
Center
7J't.:.7 1 A
~

I

I

posszble c ass -'- uesuay at· 0
if enouuh llre interested

l

Art Supplies

Paints

Brushes

AT

T. Driscoll Paint & Supply

Christmas creations a la Black Forest, handmade in Hawaii
from qriginal three-dimensional desie:ns tQ delight the
collector. For'treasured .(tifts, ch~~ from over 200
items, each hand-painted 10 gay ChrIstmas coJors.
O"r ('nlalog Jent. "" reqllest

$1 Dep~sit Refundaple
ORDERS AIRMAILED WITHIN 48 HOURS OF RECEIPT

A. ALE" XAND E n· eo,
98 Riverside Driv.,

N*wYork, N. Y.

J

rCHolutio(1 asking President
1
•••
Hond.ileau to push back the
deadlIne and encourage student
•
partiCiPa. lion on the deCis.ions .
.1'.1..
made by the departments on the I
.
issue .of ~enerul. requirements.
Tim: Issue mvolves a good
~.
lIumber of students on this cam- "'-_.~'-"F.'
•. ____'........··e_'-..". '".z .2f. Q ... - ....... ~••
pus. rt would be a disgrace to the
concept of 'col1egp community' if
the students arc not involved in the ,
decision concerning foreign
language requirements.
Apathy must cease! Now is the
time to lake action. Talk to your
department heads, write to Pres.
Rondileau, lalk to your SGA
representatives. Tell these people
how you . feel about language
51 Broad St., Bridgewater
requirements. Now is the time for
action. FOl' next week may be too
late.
10% Discount with College J.D.
by Mike Travis

REMINDI<;H: NOMINATIONS
ARE Blt;ING ACCEPTED FOR
HOMECOMIN(; (WEEN AT THE
MAA MAIL BOX IN TilE
STUDENT
UNION
IN-

FOHMATION DESK.

Bridgewater News Company
'

Your HAlLMARK CARDS Center
Candles gift wrap newspapers candies
35 Broad St Bridgewater, Ma. 697· 2449

.

I

I

- ;""
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RETAHDED CHILDTEN"
Need your help!
These stamps are used to help
raise money for these special
people. All stamps are needed,
U.S. or foreign, on or off paper.
No donation is too small, and aP
donations will be acknowledged.
Please look around and send what
you can to:
Wendell Greeman or Lewis White
Box 4:3 Norfold, Mass. 02056

Remember PGS ILY PSG.

Objectivism, the philosophy of
Ayn Rand - the most influential
philosophy in the world today.
Discussion group being formed.
Contact David R. Cormier at 87
Nash Memorial Rd., Abington 8786150 after 4.
SENIORS! It has come to the
attention of SNEA that job
recommendation forms are
available
at
the
Student
Placement office. They may ve
picked up at that office at any time
act now!
For Sale:
Panasonic home
cassette, professional recording
deck. Originally '299.00. Used 3
months, asking '150.00. Contact
Dave Rainone either t.,rough
Athletic Department 01". 125 Wilbur
Ave., Swansea Mass. 02177 or 6168428.

FOR sALE: 1 set of new, Scrimshaw Sterling Silver Earrings done
by New Bedford artist; $15.00; call
823-3340 in Taunton.

laboratory in Palo Alto, Calif. to
provide
chemical analysis of
illegal street drugs to anyone who
wants it, without de'manding the
customers' names.

Six months ago, however, it was
the Bureau of Narcotics which
forced the same operation to
close. But the Bureau now feels
that anonymous analysis of drugs
will show potential users how
polluted and dangerous most
street drugs are.
Pharmchem Laboratories, the
Palo Alto firm, caUs its service
'Analysis Anonymous.' They
accept any drug sample, assign
the inquirer a number, and charge
a fee of ten dollars. Three days
later, the l~ustonwr may call the

Don't Throw Away
Your Chance
To Vote

For Sale: 1970 CL 350 Honda.
7,000 miles "super' shape" $625.00
or best offer. Call 94.7-4811 (middleboro)
BRASS BED - Selling for $250.00,
75-85 years old in good condition.
Contact Room 211 (Pope) or call
588-4223.

For Sale- 1965 Harley, Police SP.
Trike, 3 sp. with reverse~ Ex·
tended front end, FOO's rears,
mags. Best Offer. Contact Bill.
evenings at 828-7099.
FOR SALE
2 Fender Speaker Column Cabnets
Univox P.A. head with reverb.
$525.00 COMPLETE 587-1479 after
!')

College student full or part time
interested
in
sales
or
management. Average $3-$5 per
hour depending on qualifications.
Car necessary.
Hours can be
arranged ,to suit. Phone 583-1007.
FOR SALE:
1965 Volkswagon
radio and
heater; good tires plus snow tires.
$250 or best offer
contact: Sandy Gullicksen
Woodward Dorm
697-6161 ext. 351

Analysis
Anonymous
Palo Alto, Calif. (AFS - The
Federal Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs has decided to
allow a private pharmaceutical

_4 _.
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.

lab, give his number, and receive
the

results. of

the :analysis.

Although Dr. Larry Goldman,
Vice-President of Pharmchem,
admits that the ten dollar fee is a
high price for the individual user,
he contends that the service can be
well worth the money."
..'
'If you have several capsles
which you bought for only two
dollars each and you thought it
was mescalin,' Goldman suggests,
'it would still be worth ten bucks to
find out the t uth--because it's
certainly not mescalin for two
dollars.'
Pharmchem's 'Analysis
Anonymous' program is currently
the only one of its kind in the
country, but the recent decision by
the Bureau of Narcotics to encourage the service may inspire
other lab l'atories to st:lI't similar
OIJel'atins.

.
\

Most politicians would be happier if you
didn't vote. Disappoint them! Don't let
complex ABSENTEE voting procedures
keep you from voting. Here's how to
do it:
.

application and/or the ballot itself, fill
them out immediately. Have them notarized.
5. Mail them immediately to the office

If your voting address is not your school
address, an absentee ballot form has to
be requested from yOl,lr h.ome C.ounty
Board '0fElecHons' or your County or
Town Clerk. In order to vote for President, your application must be received
by October 31. The deadline is earlier for
local elections in many states.

IF YOU ARE REGISTERED TO VOTE AT
YOUR SCHOOL ADDRESS,GO TO
YOUR ASSIGNED POLLING PLACE ON
NOVEMBER'7, AND VOTEt'

5 STEPS
1. Tear out the form below and fill it out.
2. Have the form notarized. Ask school
officials for help with notarization.
3. Mail this form to your county or town
Clerk or your County Board of Elections.
4. When you receive the absentee ballot

that sent them.

If you need assistance, contact your local
McGovern, Nixon or other campaign
headquarters or the Student National
Education Association, 1201 16th St.,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. Tel: 202833-5527.
THE STUDENT NATIONAL EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION HAS SUPPLIED THIS
INFORMATION BECAUSE THEY WANT
YOU TO REMEMBER THAT IF YOU
DON'T VOTE-YOU DON'T COUNT!

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
October ,1972
Dear Sir:
My duties as a student require me to be absent from my residencein ____________________________ ___________________
________________ (county, town, address}
continuously through election d~y.
Pursuant to the 1970 Voting Rights Amendment (Public Law
91 ..285) please send an absentee ballot, and/or application
therefor, to me at my school address':
~

(Print Name)

(Signature)

For more information call 301-656-5770

(NOTARY PUBLIC· AND SEAL)

SPECIFICATIONS: 2.2 cubic feet. 18 high, 19)0\: wide, 18" deep
• Freezer compartment. 2 large ice cube trays furnished with unit (will
hold up to four)
• Trouble Free
_ 5-year guarantee on compressor

I MINI HEFRIG UNLIMITED
I 4405 East-West Highway. Suite 210 • Bethesda, Md. 20014
I Enclosed is check or money order tor $ - - - . Allow 10 days for deliver~
I 0 Rental Plan - $55 & $20 refundable deposit (Total $75 a school year)
I 0 Sales Plan - $79.95 No shipping charges on either plan.
I Name
I Address
I City
lOUR MONEY-BACk GUARANTEE-If this machine is not exactly as we
staled, put it back into the shipping carton and send it back C.O.D. You

I
I

must be 100% satisfied or your money back. This is a quality machine

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ELECTIONS, OR APPROPRIATE ELEC-

:

I

1
,

I
I
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TO VOTE BY MAIL IN THE NOVEMBER
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION, TEAR OUT
AND MAIL THE ABOVE FORM TO YOUR
HOME COUNTY CLERK, BOARD OF

TIONS OFFICIAl.
THE FEDERAL DEADLINE
IS OCTOBER 31.

,-------1111!Cormier
. . ----~-----------..Jewelry

I

I

:

ALL-KINDS OF' JEWELRY!

:

I

11 Central Square Bridgewater
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CURRY DEFENSE CRIPPLES BSC 20-7
The game was a hard hitting
one, as the defenses of both teams
played well. The Bridgewater
defensive backfield picked off two
passes. Curry's other score came
from a pass play that the receiver
made a fine grab of.
The Bears were down 20 points
before Tony Salerno scored, but
the Bears again had started too
late and were on their way to
dropping their 3 game of the

by Lee Smith
TIlt' Bridgewater State Bears

la<.:king the power of their early
season offense gav{~ up 2 touchdowns Saturday as' the Bears
drOPI)cd their second straight
game 20-6 to Curry College.
Bridgewater for most of the
fi~st ~alf could not get the ball past
Hud-fIeld, but this at the time was
not that important as the Bears
defense more than adequately
stopped Currys advan ces
Curry got its first touchdown
late in the first quarter when
quarterback Vince Hickey was hit
"broadside" by defender thus
causing the ball as well as
Hickey's eyes to pop up in the air.
The loose ball fell righ t into the
enemies' hands and a lineman
gallopped 50 yards for the score.
Hickey who was jolted again
later in the game was replaced by
freshman quarter back
Dan
Childs,
but he couldn't get
anything going, and was later
intercepted.
The Bears did gain 200 yards in
the afternoon but 67 yards in
penalties stalled their offense too
many times. Coach Mazzaferro
was pleased with the way his
backs ran the ball, but like the
week before the BEARS didn't put
points on the board.
The absence of Tom Perry
might have affected the offense
line as Hickey was sacked often.
In the first half Hickey completed
only 1 of 7 passes. But the senior
quarterback looked alot better in
the second half and at game's end
he was 10 for 21.

c;:p~son.

To add insult to mjury Curry
College made spectators pay the
outrageous price of $1.50 to enter
the game. There weren't even
stands on the Visitors side, and the
field didn't
even have a
scoreboard; I wonder where the
money went to?
Greg McGann the starting
safety for the Bears is a doubtful
starter for Saturday's game with
an injured elbow. Hickey who is
vital to the team has a bruised rib,
but will play against Nichols.

Freshman l\'Iark Kerhle, following ·his· interference.

STANDINGS OF THE NEW
ENGLAND FOOTBALL CONFERENCE
3-0
Nichols
Curry
3-1
Maine Maritime
2-1
Plymouth
2-1
Bears
1-2
New England College
0-2
Boston State
0-2

cuts into hole for gain. The Peabody High graduate
has he en a spark plug on "KIck ol1s an«punt returns

as well as on offense.

Of Hockey andBuZzard8'~ or:
.
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. .. 'To Whom the Shaft Goes'
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Back when most of us were high However, the money was rounded
school bubble gum chewers, and up, much to theqispleasure of
hockey was a game the Boston other coaches who had to forfeit
Bruins played between fights ther-e some of their allotment and hockey
were a group of guys here at was at last a reality.
Bridgewater State who formed the
But, the Bears were still in
BSC Hockey Club. Through hard rags. They'had to drive their own
work,and the support of the SGA cats fO games and in many cases
and MAA h~ckey became a varsity drain their own budgets to buy
' everything from mouth pieces to
sport at BrIdgewater ~tate..
It was no rags to rIches story, jock straps. "But, all that didn't
though,. even when hockey became matter to us." Says Hockey Coach
a varsity sport here at BSC. Frank Roberts, "All we really
~unds, as alw~ys were harder to wanted to do was get ourselves
fmd then parkmg places on. lower established as a respectable schoo]
camp~s and the mone:( m the so that we could have a good
AthletiC Budget at the time was schedule."
being gulped ~n" o~e swallow.

This year the Bears have a 22
game schedule, with sc~ools like
Salem State, MIT,. University of
Maine, New England College and
AlrighighCollege. BSC, a Division
III team in New England Hockey,
has been sought by many Division
II Teams for games. Coach
Roberts is quick to point out that
these Division II teams gain
nothing when they defeat
Bridgewater; they only stand to
lose, yet Coach Roberts says,
"We've come a long way and other
schools in the area are taking
notice.
So the Bears are at last a
respected hockey school and all is
well, right? Wrong? Coach
Roberts, who's been the man at the
helm for the past three years, is
now the assistant deputy sherriff
of Plymouth County, a job which at
time's might keep him away from
his Bears on the ice. So the occassion could occur when the
Bears might have a game up in
Maine and no coach to go with
them. Heal Class representation
of Bridgewater State, a team
without a coach!
In order to eliminate this
problem the hockey team went to
the Athletic Fees Committee in
.....H~.......~...~....~...~H~.....................~.•~HI
. . . . . . . .+ ....~ search of $800 Lo lure an assistant.
musIc
Mr. Robert's assistant last year
encounter may nol be available this year and
besides last year he received zero
amollnt of dollars for his ef1'orts ... so who's to blame him.
However, the Athletic Fee Committee turned thumbs down on the
plea ... but its wonre than it lookshere's why:
Assistant Coaches are paid with
5:-~t.J{f
a share of the Book Store's profit.
However, that share is completely

l'

<

COIFFURES BY 'PEG~AlON
Specialized in
style cutting- afro-perms
wig styling

CHAMELEON COFFEE HOUSE

Oct. 20th
music by
"Misty

6 Broad St. Bridgewater

697-2321

~~sic

b~

Featuring 14 varieties of pizza and hot oven 'grinders
Only 5 minutes from B.S:C.

42 Central Square Bridgewater

- 7: 15

In

Rathskellllr

WOR Y'& S. . .T--'. . E. .--11..---L

RE.FRESHMENTS SERV!1J
Faculty -& students welcom,e

Admission $1.00

CENTRAL ~Q. PIZZA'

Encounter

Tuesday Octo'ber
24
.

Mournin~"

Refreshments free

Music

quazntance Hour

~ - ••• -

h~v~~~t 'th~ '~i~gs 'or- mon~y'to
.collecting interest in what is called
eskrow. (Eskrow is money left sustain· such a lofty position as
over and built up from excesses of buzzards. ,89, ,the ,money was . '
Not
previous years and saved for i denied the hockey team.
"em er gencies" ).
Someone because there is no money, but
suggested that the $;800 come from merely because a few members of
eskrow which would still leave a the 'Athletic Policy Committee
ra,ther healthy $10,200 in the , cautioned that this might establish
a precedent.. .. and of course we
vaunted vault.
wouldn't want to do that ....huh!
But. ......... !!!!! !
On the Athletic Fees Committee What it amounts to is that the
there are a handful of buzzards buzzards fear if they let a morsel
who see that $11,000 as perhaps go this year another little creature
supplying the meat for a big feast migh t might want a morsel next
some day in the distant future. So year. And, hell, $11,000 is hardly
right now they hover and circle enough for a good Jeast! 7!
BUZZARDS, may you get your
above to guard that $11,000 from
smaller and needier creatures who wings clipped.

J'''_

!

'-.

~(;:~l~st~~~t T:~at~~eit'o~~:~e ~~t~~~ r--~~ ~~. RAl~~~CU1TE ITO:S~~_~'H'
native. Well, the money should
not come from existing sports,
they've ?ee~ hurt enough by the
"expanSIOn' .
However, the
Athletic Fees Committee has
control of $11.000 which now sits

L

Itc..han Canteen

. . .

-136 Broad St. Bridgewater

~,

Good luck to the Youth of America!
..

_~~ ~c"._~_OHOO<
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BSC Cross Country Running

Field Hockey Rolls Again!!
Well, the women's field hockey
team is off to another fine season.
The record with two games to go is
presently 2-2-1. Team members
are Marcie Arnold, Terri Balduf,
Mary
Chris Buckley, Mikey
Coppenrath, Lauren Draper,
Elaine Fisher, Debbie French,
Kathy Gibbons, Nancy Gomes,
Nancy Hanlon, Esther Holmes,
Joanne Homans, Pat Jordan , Lisa
Kennedy, Jane Koziol, Carolyn
McDonald, Eileen McKenna,
Janice Masel bas (capU, Betsy
Mills, Carol Morse, Tanya Parker,
Daren Juigley, Linda Sears, Gina
Silva, Debbie Stone,
Sandy
Taraskiewicz, Sue Tyskiewicz, and
Chris Warren.
In the first game of the season,
Bridgewater rendered a 5-2 defeat
upon Wheaton. Left inner Marcie
Arnold,
a
newcomer
to
Bridgewater this year, scored the
hat trick. Elaine
Fisher and
Eileen McKenna accounted for the
other tallies. Sophomore Daren
Juigley playing right wing the 2nd
half had many beautiful centering
passes. Linda Sears also had a fine

game at center half back.
Southern Connecticut was the
next opponent. The girls lost a
tough game ·3-2. Juniors Eileen
McKenna and Betsy Mills were
the guns this time. The junior
varsity team produced a victory,
however with Chris Warren scoring
both goals in a 2-0 game.
The next match was home vs.
UMass. Again the girls lost a
heartbreaker, 2-1. The first goal
the opposition scored was a fluke,
bouncing in the goal off one of
BSC'S players, past sophomore
goalie Terri Balduf. This defeat
was especially hard to swallow, for
the girls definitely out played
UMass, but just couldn't score. At
right halfback capt. Janice
Maselbas scored the lone goal for
BSC. The junior varsity squad
came up with a 1-0 victory, Chris
Warren again doing the honors.
Next, the squad journeyed to
Keene State in New Hampshire on
a cold and rainy day. Both varsity
and jv could only manage a 1-1 tie,
Marcie Arnold scoring for varsity
and Gina Silva for

In the fifth game of the season
against Worcester Sta te, last yealls
state college tournament champ,
the varsity put it all together. The
result was a resounding 5-1 victory. Center Betsy Mills (2), lift
wing Ellie Fisher (I), left inner
Marcie Arnold (1), and righ t·
inner Eileen McKenna (1) were
the goal scorers for BSC. Left fullback Sandy Taraskiewicz and left
halfback Tanya' Parker played a
very strong game. The jv's continued their unbeaten string with a
2-0 victory. Gina Silva and Kathy
Gibbons were the goal scorers.
Fullbacks
Nancy Gomes and
Mikey Coppenra th had a fine
game.
There are two games left in the
field hockey season. Salem State
will visit BSC this Thursday, Oct.
19, and the squad will travel to
Springfield next Thursday, Oct: 26.
The .last weekend iIi October a
team will represent BSC at the
College Association Tournament
which will be held at Yale.

BSC

Far Ahead of Last Years Pace
Bridgewater State runners went
up against a grueling course and
the University of New Haven and
Quinnipiac College on the 14th and
came away with a split, dropping
Quinnipiac College and being
dropped by the University of New
Haven.
The course had one basic
direction - UP, 5 miles of it. The
first mile was so steep that there
were 5 hairpin turns so that any
cars that used the road could make
it up or down safely. Wayne Stuck
led the Bears up that first hill,
trailing only Herb Dunn of UNH.
Past the 2 mile mark Chuck
Marotta took. over the chase of
Dunn. Stuck had fallen back a bit
and Allen Thompson had moved
up beside him.
Nearing the 3 mile mark, it
became
apparent
that
Bridgewater would dump Quinnipiac, but it was going to take a·
near miracle to get UNH. Marotta
was go ing to be second behind

CHEERLEADERS

-nAVE
SOME'('BING

TO SAY

Maureen Lyons, Susi Maynard,
Angela Ralli, Kathleen Oteri,
Linda Braga,
Peggy

Yonuskiewicz, Gail Dooley,
Francoeur, Laurie Cotterill
Row Nancy Burke (Head)

2nd

W01nen's Tennis
Bouncing Back
The Women's tennis team, off to

player, Lauren Peyton, who had
previously beaten out Chris Ciosek
first match to SMU, now seems to for the number three position. The
be coming back nicely. The girls girls next hosted Emmanuel where
they took a clean sweep, winning 5lost their opening home match to O. Karen Miller, the number one
SMU by a score of 3-2 with the only singles player, and Sue Donaldson,
~inners being the .number three the number two singles player,
smgles player, ChrIS Closek, and played superbly that day beating
t,he number one doubles team, Sue their opponents 6-0, 6-0.
Show and Dolores Dum~s. The The team then moved on to Salem
next day, however, the glrls came where they dro ed a close match
back to beat URI 4-3.
PP.
Th f I I '
k th t
4·3. Other team members mclude
, e 0 owmg wee, e ~a~ Janet Byron, the number four
traveled to Weston to play Reg~s m singles player, Mary Jo Judge; the
what pr?ved ~o be a rea~ly .ttg~t number five singles player, Pam
match WIth Bndgewater wmmng It P
tt. d Ch' G ges the
.
Tl
.
. thO
t h
aque e an
rIS
ear
,
.~-2.
le wmners m IS ma c
number three doubles team, and
were the number one doubles the manager Sue Katchpole. The
t:~m, t~e ,number two doubles team is amply coached by Miss
t<:,~\tn, made up of two freshman, C
I W Ifg
t
h
f
aro
0
ram, a eac er 0
J ud Y P'lCrce and GaI·1 Butte:rIe ld ) Ph
sical Education here at
and the number three smgles Bri~gewater

a poor start when they lost their

The first anlJual Men's Intramural Cross Country race was
held at 10:00 a.m. on October 14. 13
runners competed over the 2.1 mile
course with Phil Robitaille
representing th(~ Flying Smtlcks
crossing the finish line first in a
line

tinH~

of

11 :52.

Dan

Beauregard of the Spas, finished
second in 11 :5!). Team competition
ended in a tic between the Spas and
the Flying Smucks.
Final iotals were as follows:

Team Competition

Flying Smucks 20
Chicks ··38
Oct. 10 Kappa Crows 18
Spas 12
Alpha Wild Pigs 12
Chiefs 6
Oct. 11-

Pikuls Pub 31
Phi Pi Delta 20

DORR'S
Print Shop and Stationery Store
43 Central Square

Bridgewater

Tel. 697-2433

The COMMENT asked them to
share some of their feelings on
cheering. The cheerleaders we've
found, have something to say.
Nancy Burke, captain, speaks for
the group:
"cheering to us isn't just jumping around and screaming. It's
the caring inside us that makes us
outwardly show what we feel for
the teams and for the school:
One of the comments at a recent
game was 'Look at the 10 virgins
down there doing their little
routine for us. Aren't they sweet.'
I doubt if that person knows
anyone of us personally or for that
matter even would bother to ask
our names because at this school
it's just not important. .
Don't get me wrong, I like
Bridgewater. I must or I wouldn't
be a cheerleader to begin with. I
just want people to realize that this
is their school - their football team
- their cheerleaders and all the
rest.
Don't sit back and let the world
pass you by. Show you care. When
we do a SPIRIT cheer, yell back!
You can complain all you want
about this school but that doesn't
do a thing.
This is it for most of us. We
have four years of college to get
. everything out of it we can. Reach
out and take it. You can really
enjoy yourself if you.try.
You can't tell me that all the
spirit kids have in high school dIes
by the time you get to college. I
know I'm still alive and
Bridgewater isn't half bad if you
give it a chance. "
Individual Competition
Phil Robitaille - Flying Smucks
Dan Beauregard - Spas
Jim McKeon - Spas
Frank Josephson - Flying Smucks
Tim Harnett - Spas
Bob Eddy defeated Mike Okyir
6-2, 1-6, 6-4 to win the Men's In.tramural Fall Tennis Tournament.
Dr. Dave Englund, a faculty
member, also reached the finals
but was unable to compete for the
Campus Championship due to his
faculty status.
A meeting will be held at 5;30
p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 19 for all
team managers who desire to
enter a 4-man team in an Intramural Bowling Tournament.
. All rosters must be in to the Intramural Office no later than noon,
October 26.

Dunn,- and UNH also held 3rd, 4th
and 5th, as well as 9th and 10th.
Either Thompson or Stuck (then
running 6th and 7th) would have to
get to 3rd, and the other to 6th. Bob
Haines would have to get from 8th
to 7th and John DeCost, running
11th, needed to improve to 9th. It
was simply too much although the
Bears were able to improve a bit
over the last 2 miles.
.
Bridgewater's runners are
doggedly pursuing a winning
season. Last year's record of 1 win
and 8 losses is not about· to· be
repeated. Currently the Bears·
have won 4 and lost 3. Three dual
meets still remain. Regardless of
the outcome, and Coach Brady is
looking for at least 5 wins. BSC has·
come a long way in cross country_
Of the top 5 runners, 3 are freshmen. The other 2 are juniors. Only
one of the Bears will graduate this
year. Next year there will be new
runners to add to what is already
this year a good team.

Results:

Bridgewater
University of
(winner)
Herb Dunn
Chuck Marotta
Joe Janiga
Charlie Reithel
Richard MasseUa
Allen Thompson
Wayne 'Stuck
Bob Haines
John Grudzien
John DeCost
Ron Sodaro
Steve Karl'

Unh
BSC
UNH
UNH
UNH
Bsc
BSC
BSC
UNH
BSC
UNH
BSC

30.04
30.15
30.58
31.08
31.25
31.48
33.18
33.42
34;25
34.55
36.01

Ray. Guillette
Neil Considine
. Mike Einhorn

Charlie Miller

UNH

36.24

BSC

37.11

Setl1 Feldman

Ray Guillette

Bridgewater
Quinnipiac

New Haven
29.26

Chuck Marotta
Tom Kane
Allen Thompson
Wayne Stuck
. Steve Clark
Bob Haines
John DeCost
Steve Karr

BSC
Quinn
BSC
BSC
Quinn
BSC
BSC
BSC

30.04
30.31
31.25·
31.48:"33.08
33.18
34.25
36.01.

BSC
Quinn
Quinn
Quinn

37.11
38.02
44.24

D.N.F.

distance - 5.0 miles
distance 5.0 miles
...- - - - - - - - - - - -. .- - - - - - - - - -_ _•

Student Skiers

Offer Discount
Are you still paying full price for
skiing?
Now a nation-wide organization of
skiing college students has
reduced the price of this once
expensive sport. The Student Ski
Association, in conjunction with
ski areas, offers
over 150
significantly reduced prices on lift
tickets, ski lessons and ski
Similar in
equipment rentals.
concept to the airlines' youth fare
cards, the program is open to
college, professional and. graduate
students.
The Student Ski Associa tion was
founded and is directed by Kim
Chaffee, a Harvard and Berkeley
graduate, whose brother and sister
are former Olympic skiers. Last
year, during its fourth season, over
35,000 college students joined the
organization.
Membership entitles· students to
savings of up to 50 percent on lift
tickets, lessons and rentals during
the week. Saturday, Sunday and.
holidays the program brings at
least a $1 savings on lift tickets. In
addition to these savings, the
members also receive a monthly
underground ski magazine, The
STUDENT SKIER, along with the
annual POOR HOWARD'S College
Guide to Skiing. Membership is $5.
There is no age limit, and no limit
to
the number of times the
reduced rate membership. may be

TERMPAPERS UNLIMITED INC.
295 HUNTINGTON AVENUE BOSTON, MASS. 02115
(611) 267-3000

Materials

in

-.':

used at any of the more than 150 . '
participating ski areas.
Such prestigious ski resorts as:
Mt. Snow, Waterville Valley,
Sugarloaf and Mt. Tom in New
England, Aspen Highlands,
Jackson Hole, Park West, Taos,
Kirkwood
Squaw Valley and
Meadows in the West and Big
Powder horn, Mt. Telemark J
Schuss Mountain and Sugarloaf in
the Midwest, grant Student Ski
Association members low student
rates.
SSA is recognized as. the leading
student group in the skiing and
works closely with various
divisions of the United States Ski
Association. Schlitz Beer, a
supporter of NASTAR (a national
Standard race for recreational·
skiers), and the National Ski Patrol
is the national sponsor of the
Student Ski Association. This year
SSA will be hosting a series of
large intercollegiate ski festivals
in the Rockies and Sierras ana in
the Midwest.
The $5 membership. is offered
with a money back guarantee
through campus ski
clubs,
bookstores and by mail at any of
the three regional offices: SSA
East, 21
Rosemarie Drive
Seekonk, Mass. 02771; SSA Mid~
west, 2529 Gross Point Road
Evanston, Ill. 60201; SSA West:
Box 1138, Incline Village, Nevada
89450.

our extensive Rfl-search Librar
$2.45 Per Page
Y
Research and Refer~nce Only!

